
LIGHTING RETROFITS
Millions of old technology lamps still burn in the nation’s industrial facilities, wasting energy and delivering less than optimum 
workspace illumination.  In two or three years, these old lights will squander enough electricity and maintenance costs to pay 
for modern LED fixtures that use half the energy and deliver more and better light to enhance worker safety, productivity, and 
quality. Graybar’s turnkey industrial lighting retrofit process includes everything from providing your project cost and payback, 
to providing fixture recommendations, coordinating installation during off shifts with our experienced installer-partners, and 
disposal of your old fixtures and lamps.

LIGHTING ASSESSMENTS / AUDITS
Make sure you are getting the most out of your lighting with a professional evaluation. After performing an on-site energy 
audit, a Graybar Lighting Specialist will suggest a system that saves energy while improving light quality and safety. They can 
also identify applicable government and utility incentives and recommend financing options through Graybar Financial 
Services® (GFS) that may produce a positive cash flow.

ENERGY SAVINGS ANALYSIS (payback, ROI, etc.)
Graybar can perform an energy savings analysis on your facilities to see where 
improvements can be made. By installing more efficient lighting, identifying 
opportunities to reduce waste, and making your supply chain more profitable, 
we can help increase your ROI, total cost of ownership, and payback.

REBATES
Thousands of utilities offer billions of dollars in financial incentives for energy 
efficiency improvements. These include product specific, utility specific, and energy quantity based rebates. Graybar is 
dedicated to helping you capture the most lucrative incentives and discounts.

TURN-KEY
Graybar can help you handle a new construction opportunity from the design stage to the final job recap. We’ll assist you with 
quotations, ordering, system input, follow-up, reporting, and the billing process for an easy execution. Benefits include 
improved expediting, accurate recapping, status reporting, active project management, better planning capabilities, reliable 
on-demand reports, access to Graybar’s Lighting and Switchgear specialists, and technical engineering assistance.

CARBON FOOTPRINT
Graybar offers the Veolia RecyclePak® program to our customers wishing to recycle smaller quantities. This convenient, 
easy-to-use service allows for quick turnaround and on-time waste pickup, plus it’s ideal for ongoing facility maintenance. 
Simply load the pre-paid shipping containers with discarded lamps, ballasts, and batteries as directed. These materials are 
shipped to recycling facilities for processing. For larger bulk quantities, trucks or third party transporters pick up the recycled 
items. This easy, low-cost process complies with federal waste disposal regulations.

Take a Look at a List of Our Top Lighting Services

Benefits of Lighting
“Graybar’s

got you
covered!”

Reduce Carbon
Footprint

Improve Employee
Productivity

Less MRO InventoryLower Utility BillsFewer Work Orders

CLICK HERE FOR MORE

Contact your OMNIA Partners representative or visit omniapartners.com/privatesector/suppliers/graybar for additional information.
 

https://youtu.be/luRMs8wxiyE

